MINUTES OF MEETING TURTLE RUN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
A  regular  meeting  of the  Board  of  Supervisors  of the  Turtle  Run Community Development District was held on Monday, August 26, 2019 at 6:00 p.m. at the offices of
Governmental Management Services, 5385 N. Nob Hill Road, Sunrise, Florida 33351.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Chris Kapish Lance Morgan Skip Carney Zaida Karnegis John Pfeiffer
Chairman
Vice Chairman Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary
Also present were:
Dennis Baldis Michael Pawelczyk Bob Zuccaro Jonathan Geiger Shawn Cerra
Blake Wilkins Perry Colaso Robert Vornbrock
District Manager District Counsel KCI Technologies KCI Technologies City Commissioner
Redline Iguana Removal Redline Iguana Removal BrightView
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
Roll Call
Mr. Baldis called the meeting to order and Mr. Kapish called the roll.
SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
A moment of silence was held.
Moment of Silence
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Kapish led the pledge of allegiance.
Pledge of Allegiance
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FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Good News
Mr. Kapish:   Does anybody have any good news?   Skip do you have any good
news?
Mr. Carney: I have some personal good news. Some of you know my situation at home.  My wife has been totally clear of cancer.  That is good news.
Mr. Kapish:  That is great news. Zaida? Ms. Karnegis: Nothing here.
Mr. Kapish: Lance do you have anything? Mr. Morgan: No.
Mr. Kapish: I don't have anything that could top that.
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Public Comment
Mr. Kapish:  While we are at the public comment, we have Shawn Cerra here. invited him personally to our meeting.  I just wanted to show him what we are doing, give him as much information about how we do things.  We have an $8,000,000 bond and that was passed awhile back.  I guess it has been about 1 1/2 years or more. We are starting to do projects and some of the projects is the Forest Glen Security School Wall. You will see that up there on those drawings.  Those other drawings along the right hand side is what we envisioned that it would look like if it were finished.  Right now, it is just a chain link fence.
Mr. Baldis: That is on the screen Chris, what is there now. This runs from Turtle Run Boulevard all the way to Wiles Road. It is all behind the homes. There is nothing else there.
Mr. Kapish: We have tried to squeeze it in. There is a five foot utility behind people's homes and Zaida maybe you can tell a little bit about it since you live in one of the houses that is up against the school.
Ms. Karnegis: I have lived in Turtle Run for 23 years. The issues that I have seen including the  neighbors we have talked about it with, that is our support of the wall. Currently we have the fence and we have trees. The trees are not kept up at all. They are overgrown into the yards. Due to the fact that the trees are overgrown, they kill the yards.   I personally had to replace my yard three times.  I have called the School Board
to see if I could get the help in trimming it.  At that time, they had said that they did not
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have a budget. They have come out and trimmed the trees in the 23 years that have been out there, not enough to help us but they have come out.  They do minimal.  They kind of cap it and square it off. It is not a proper way for the tree to grow for hurricane reasons. As we know they have to be trimmed out correctly. There is also a lot of trash accumulated by the fence which is not kept up.  I believe I have an orange cone.  I took a picture and a year later the cone still sits there in that area. There is a fence and kids use that fence to climb over to the school.  There has been theft in that lineup of homes. I have seen the kids. My mother used to live with me and she would get so nervous because the kids would jump over the fence and run through our yards. The kids also when they are walking by come by and throw things into the pools. You go out there and there is all this garbage into the area. It is not kept up. It is overgrown. The fence right now has overgrown weeds over them.  It is poor sight.  Ourselves as homeowners, that
is one of the things with Turtle Run is we want to help the community maintain the home
values.
Something  like that  when  somebody  comes  through  it is  not good  for  the
neighborhood.  It is a safety concern for us as well.
Mr. Kapish: Bob you have been working very diligently on this whole project as our engineer. I think just to review this so everybody in on the same page we started back with meeting several people downtown and the School Board. First the original drawing was to put it on the five feet, the wall easement and put it on the School Board's property. They came to a couple of reasons that couldn't be done. Then I think most of those reasons were addressed by Bob. It was found out that it probably could be done and then there was another discussion about splitting the wall half on their property, half on ours. That was a no go because even though they mentioned it, then they said put it on the homeowners property. Zaida you have a five foot utility easement in the back of your property. There is cable in there and whatnot. The city would not let us put the wall in a five foot utility easement that goes from Turtle Run Boulevard north to Wiles Road. Is that correct?
Mr. Zuccaro: That is correct.
Mr. Kapish: I think the option could have been, the utilities could have signed off on that because the only utility in that easement right now is the cable.  Technically the
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wall is not going to be five foot thick.  We are talking about a block wall.  Actually, it is not block wall.
Mr. Zuccaro: It is a concrete panel wall. It is six feet high and it is 12 inches off the ground so it doesn't go all the way to the ground.
Mr. Kapish: So really utilities could run through there easily.
Mr. Baldis: One important thing to note that the District is putting this wall in at their expense and there is zero cost to anyone else. Part of the agreement is the maintenance agreement that we would make annually, paint it, clean it from graffiti so there would be no expense to the School Board or anyone else. Our reputation, we don't have graffiti in the community. We take care of it the same day or as soon as we see it. I think that is important because that was a hurdle there that some of them understood.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Let me ask a question because I wasn't aware the city said this.
We still need an easement from the property owner to put the wall there anyway.
Mr. Kapish: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I just want to make sure the Commissioner understands that we would still need an easement from each of the property owners to allow us to put it within that five feet area in that utility easement which would also be contingent on the COD relocating the utilities that are in there. That is the intention. You can't put a wall in a utility easement because it is not a utility.  You need an easement on top of that.
Mr. Baldis: My understanding is that there really isn't anything in the utility that the cable is actually outside of the easement.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That wouldn't surprise me either.
Mr. Geiger: When I was dealing with the city their explanation was they wanted to keep it open for future utilities if anyone else wanted to get in there. If they needed to run powerlines back there or anything. That was the city's main concern. The future utilities that might come in.
Mr. Kapish: Ok.
Mr. Geiger: You guys are correct, there was just a single cable line as far as our research showed.
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Mr. Kapish: If you are not pouring a continuous footer, then all you are having is columns that are every 20 feet placed, you have full range of putting utilities in there and you could even dig under the wall and around the columns.  Does that work?
Mr. Geiger: From an engineering perspective yes, it is doable.
Mr. Zuccaro: What I was going to do Chris is I had this thing prepared before I got today's letter which was this afternoon. It came from Leslie Brown. But if you could just take a look at this. This is a chronology of events. If you want to pass those around for everybody. Again, as the Board members have been explaining to you this project was birthed probably back in 2014 about five years ago. Again, there is a drawing over there some retaining walls along Wiles Road. It appears that when we met with the people in the building department that there was some confusion with the other wall along Wiles Road. We went through a litany of coordination with a meeting with Mr. Hamburger and Mr. Adi and presented what our plan was. The main thing that we were asking from the School Board is a temporary construction easement. There were numerous comments that they had made as to reasons why they didn't want to cooperate or approve our request. We went through that. If you see here on the chronology we went back and forth with them, items leading up from as early as May 2018 we met with Mr. Adi, went over their engineering comments. We had some rebuttals to some of the concerns that they had. We did clarification letters. We have submitted documents to them. We also copied I think you since you recently have been involved in this. We addressed every one of their concerns as far as of the position that the Board has. We also have responses that they had issues with security. We have a couple of Board members that are former police officers that I think they can express opinion on what these comments or whether they thought they had any standing or not. The thing that we wanted to do was coordinate with them because we never had a meeting on site with anybody. I think if you visually see what is out there, I think it lends credence to the fact that there needs to be some improvements made out there as Zaida was saying. The last two months we have been struggling with that just trying to get somebody to come out and meet with us on site. If you go down here you will see that the last few coordination emails that I have are with a gentleman named Sheldon Riles.  He presented a request that we do meet on the site.  I
also asked that  if it could  be on a Monday when  Zaida  is available  because she  is
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homeowner  there.
She could  give them the  real input that  is going  on.
She  has
experienced that. Then today we just received a letter from Ms. Brown, basically stating that they have not changed their position declining any participation on this project with the District. We approached this from a spirit of cooperation that the District would be willing to work in any manner to make it happen, maintain the facility. If there was any graffiti, they would maintain it. The construction would be no cost to the School Board. We would need an easement but they cited some reasons about impacts on the stormwater. We addressed all that, fire lanes and all of those. We felt that had a firm response to what their comments but it seems like it hasn't taken any traction. I guess we are looking for some input that maybe you can kind of help us in this regard.
Mr. Baldis: This is the wall that it would connect to on Wiles Road. The District constructed this behind these homes. This would be the corner down here where it would come up and connect here and run down behind these homes.
Mr. Kapish: There is some fiber optics in this?
Mr. Baldis: There is many more utilities in that easement then there are behind these homes.
Mr. Kapish: That is what it looked like. Actually, it would look even worse. You had plant material that was out of control. Then we cleaned it up. We had that wall put up and now it has increased the value of those homes.
Mr. Morgan: Show the current picture Dennis again. Mr. Cerra: When was that wall constructed?
Mr. Kapish: About six years plus.
Mr. Morgan:  Eight years ago.  That was at our expense we put that in. Mr. Baldis: Right.
Mr. Cerra: That was with the collaboration with the School District? Mr. Baldis: No with the city.
Mr. Cerra: Was there a wall that the School District was a part of?
Mr. Baldis: No there has always been a chain link fence there and ficus hedge.
Mr. Kapish: Let the record reflect that John Pfeiffer has joined the meeting. John we are on number 5.  Our guest here tonight is our newest Commissioner Shawn Cerra.
I invited him here personally to take a look and see what we do, see what our projects
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are and those types of things.  We are discussing in general the projects.  That is where we are at.
Mr. Pfeiffer: Great. Thank you.
Mr. Kapish: Is there a way that we could talk to somebody in the city to put that five foot wall easement on top of the five foot utility easement. They still would  have access.
Mr. Geiger: I am not sure who we would reach out to. It was just Coral Springs engineering that denied it upfront.  We might be able to go to the building departments. It would require a structural permit and building permit, not strictly an engineering permit. I am not sure who else to reach out to.
Mr. Kapish: Let me say this, you have a five foot easement but the footer is three feet wide correct. Actually, the panels are above the ground.  The only thing that is there is those columns.
Mr. Geiger: Yes.  They are three foot diameter basins.
Mr. Kapish: They would be taken up three feet of the five feet. So technically you could still put utilities through that without a problem I am assuming. What other utilities are they talking about putting in?
Mr. Geiger: I am not sure they just said future utilities.
Mr. Kapish: Alright since we received this letter, basically, Idon't know if everybody has seen the letter. The letter basically says that they don't want to meet even to discuss the issues.
Mr. Zuccaro: I think the other thing too Chris is to be cognizant of even if we were able to get that easement maybe we could vacate it as a utility easement and maybe record it as a wall easement. The issue is that we still need a temporary easement from the School Board to be able to get in and get construction equipment in there. Remove the trees.  Do that walk.
Mr. Kapish: If you don't have the first thing, don't worry about the second thing.
Mr. Zuccaro: The last approach we were taking I think we were going to put it right on the property line in place of the chain link fence.
Mr. Kapish: That was turned down by the school also.
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Mr. Geiger: The city would probably be more on board with the straddling of the property line because it gives them a lot more room in that easement.
Mr. Zuccaro: If you look at the chronology, that first approval letter 6/15/15 was a letter to you Chris from James Hickey, Assistant Director of Development Services. That is where they basically reviewed the request and they said the proposed precast wall would be permitted per section 250128 of the land development code. They were talking about a setback from any right-of-way. Well there is no right-of-way there. Landscaping should be incorporated and we provided that. Then the last paragraph says should the District wish to move forward with the installation of the wall a ten foot permanent wall easement and a 30 foot temporary construction easement must be granted by the School Board. So that is how it kind of started with communicating and trying to coordinate the School Board to get this.
Mr. Kapish: Why would you need a ten foot wall easement when the wall takes up
so little room?
I
I
I
Mr. Zuccaro: I don't know if that is still on the table.   I don't think that would be required. The temporary construction easement is the main thing.
Mr. Kapish: Who in the city do you think we should contact?
Mr. Zuccaro: Like Jonathan said probably the engineering department.  You would
!
1   :
have to  coordinate  with  them.
Services.
This  letter  came from  the  Director  of  Development
Mr. Baldis: In the past when this first started, the police department was one of the first people to be against this. I guess where we are at now is if you look at what we want to do and look at the existing, it really causes no problems to anybody other than someone just saying ok do it and giving us permission. I don't know why anybody would say no we don't want that because it is an improvement to the school. It is an improvement to the homeowners and it not costing anybody anything. It is just a matter of common sense talking about an easement for a wall that is going to take up a little time, space of an easement that hasn't been used in 30 years and now it may be used for something in the future. We are just looking for common sense.  This is a good idea and how do we make it happen instead of finding people saying why we shouldn't do it.  How do we make this
happen because it is an improvement to everybody?
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Mr. Kapish: I don't know if staff members from the city do this but can we invite them to the meeting and discuss everything that we are talking about here to them? They can take it back to the city and review it with their people.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The Board has already given direction on this so there really is no need for the city staff or School Board staff to come to a Board meeting. This can be done at any time and the Board can have a representative attend that meeting. I am just thinking that city staff may not be willing to come out at 6:00 p.m.
Mr. Kapish: You are correct. What I am saying is like having Bob and Jonathan and maybe Zaida since she lives in the problem area, maybe they can go and meet with the city engineer and discuss the wall.
Mr. Zuccaro: I think somebody needs to see it.
Mr. Baldis: That is the thing though, everybody has seen it. That is what boggles my mind that everyone has seen it and it is like why you wouldn't want this. It is all because there is an easement, there is a cable there. It just makes no sense to me that everyone saying, well if they approve it, we will approve it. We are not going to do this unless they do. Instead of everybody working together to get something done that is a benefit to the city, to the school, and to everybody, to me it is a no brainer. You could show this to ten people that aren't involved in the School Board or the city and they would go, sure, put that in, it is awesome. What does it cost? It costs nothing. Who is going to maintain it? You don't have to worry about it, we are going to maintain it. It just doesn't make sense to me. Talking to people with common sense on how do we get this done instead of we can't because they said this and they said that.  It is going on and on and is very frustrating.
Mr. Pfeiffer: Right now, it is an eye sore.  It really is.
Mr. Kapish:  They do have public schools that have walls. Mr. Baldis: Of course they do.
Mr. Morgan: Numerous schools have walls. We are talking about one side of the school. If we have to, we have to improve the retention pond. That was one of their excuses.
Mr. Kapish: They drain into our system.   Isn't that correct Bob that they actually
drain their retention into our system?
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Mr. Zuccaro: Yes. Also, in the letter of July 9 we gave a list of additional items as well as addressing their concerns with a commitment that the District would make. One of them is, as Lance was just saying is that they would be willing to deepen the retention if they think that would provide some incentive for them to cooperate with us. This is the latest letter that addressed everything, all of their concerns from the safety perspective as well as implementing and what the District would be willing to take care of. This was the last one requesting that someone come out and meet us.
Mr. Cerra: Was there any indication that they were going to consider that coming
out?
Mr. Zuccaro: No. The last two months we have been waiting for a response and then Mr. Wiles said that he sent the request to upper management and then just today received the letter from Leslie Brown that they are not going to move off their current position.
Mr. Kapish: Ok well we are not going to solve it tonight. I guess the direction from the Board right now at this time is to try to pursue a meeting with Coral Springs. Zaida are you available for that?
Ms. Karnegis: Yes.
Mr. Kapish: You will have to coordinate that with Bob and Jonathan and see if you can sit down with some of their staff and see where we go.
Mr. Zuccaro: Zaida let me give you my card. I know you said Monday's are good for you.
Mr. Cerra: But if you meet with the city and everything was aligned and they were in agreement you would still need the School Board to move forward.
Mr. Zuccaro: Yes.
Mr. Kapish: We even told them we would take all those trees out, replant them with new trees. We told them that there was a bike path that is made out of asphalt that the tree roots are ripping up.  It is trip hazard.  We told them we would pour a brand new
sidewalk down to the bike place. We told them we would do all that.  Of course, if digging
the retention is a little deeper, we would do that too.
These aren't hard difficult things.
These are things that I think if you try, you can overcome.
10
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Mr. Cerra: Ijust don't know since the tragedy they changed the mindset of different standards when it comes to construction. I assume one of the responses was that they stated that according to the Safe Havens Consultant that the recommendation wouldn't be to build that kind of wall because it could serve as a barrier or something that they could stand on. I read it quickly there but that could be part of the rationale evidently as to why they are not moving forward.  A lot of things have changed since February 14.
Mr. Zuccaro: We also asked in the letter if we could meet with the Safe Havens Consultant and just go over it with them. Some of the comments that they were making just made no sense. They were saying that if someone could stand on a car on the other side of the wall, well the other side of the wall is residents. That is why we wanted somebody to come out and take a look at it so they can see it at the site. Zaida can share with them.
Mr. Pawelczyk: They could stand on a car right. It is not like we are adding a wall, we are replacing a fence with a wall.
Mr. Zuccaro: Initially we met with the building department. They reviewed it from an engineering standpoint, then they said it was going to be in real estate and planning. It is their call whether they will grant you an easement. That is kind of where it has been camped.
Mr. Cerra:  When you meet with the Building Department, you were optimistic?
Mr. Zuccaro: We met with Sed Adi, he had his comments. We addressed those and we met with him and Mr. Hamburger.
Mr. Kapish: I was there and I thought it was a very optimistic discussion.
Mr. Zuccaro: That is where it came out that if we put on the property line but then they kind of said it is now in the hands of real estate and that they have to grant the easement.
Mr. Kapish: Alright well you have the direction Bob with that. We have to move onto some of our other projects.  Dennis do you want me to talk about this?
Mr. Baldis: This is on the screen, here is Turtle Run Park. We have an agreement with the city now that we do the maintenance in this park. Everything except the maintenance of the field itself.  The District has plans of adding irrigation connecting to
our system. To eliminate a well that is back here that stains all the dugouts and everything
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there. That is part of our plan and also to make an update to the playground equipment. There are photos over here. We have talked to a consultant who does playground equipment. He does work for the city in other municipalities. This is drawings of what we were considering putting in there. We were going to upgrade the pavilion to make it larger possibly having a small garage that the District could have golf cart and equipment in there so they could use to help do the maintenance in the park. We empty the garbage cans, take care of the graffiti, cut the grass, mulch and tree trimming. Nothing was decided, we were in the planning stage. This is hard to pass around but this kind of shows you everything that is going to be in the park. I will try to bring this over here. Again, this was just conversations that the District had of how to make improvements to the park and make it more functional. Annually we have a big party and it is probably the biggest event in the park is Turtle Run Day. We were going to try and move some things around so we could make it safer and more enjoyable for the residents and visitors who come to that event that we have. That is pretty much an overview of what we are wanting to do.  One of the things that we asked the city to do was to move the outfield fence in 20 feet so we would have more room to do these improvements. Again, all these improvements wouldn't cost the city anything. We would be installing them and doing the maintenance on them.  We got resistance from moving the fence in even 20 feet, even though the field
is gigantic because it is designated as a multi-purpose field and sometimes it is used for
soccer.
Again, we have had more conversations of why we can't do this and it is very
frustrating because again it is a huge improvement to a city park that everyone would enjoy and the District is willing to take on that expense for the installation and the maintenance of it.  Just wanted to show you something else.
Mr. Cerra: Who did you meet with or talk to?
Mr. Baldis: Rick.  Several times myself and Mr. Kapish sat down with Rick.
Mr. Cerra: I mentioned it because I had talked to Rick last week and we can open up those conversations again for sure.
Mr. Baldis: That would be awesome.
Mr. Cerra: The fence was a concern but in talking to Rick he was open to getting together again.  When I see staff tomorrow, I can set up that meeting.
Mr. Kapish: Ok.
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Mr. Morgan: One thing is I understand
they need ball space but why not just take
the fence down. There was no fence there for the first 20 years I lived in Turtle Run. They put the fence up about six or seven years ago or maybe eight or nine years ago whatever it was. They are talking about using this as a multi-purpose field. We could take out this landscaping and still they could have a big enough field and our stuff could encroach in this area a little bit. They could still have their field and we could still have the space we need. The fence isn't holding anybody out of the park. The fence isn't there for security of the ballfield.  Nobody would hurt a ballfield per se. It is grass and clay.
Mr. Pfeiffer: It is not homerun fence.
Mr. Morgan: This fence was just put in a few years back and maybe just eliminate the fence altogether. The city gets what they want and we get what we want. Dennis can you pull up the fence that we did put around the park? I don't know if you are familiar with a lot or your parks but they have these white PVC fences around all the parks which are not that attractive if they are not maintained properly. We will show you the fence that we put up around the park and it was a real fight five or six years ago to put a free fence up around the park. The city's mentality was that they didn't want us to improve this park too much because then this park will be held up in other communities as the park to aspire to and they didn't want to be responsible for that.
Mr. Baldis: It is a split rail concrete fence is what it is.
Mr. Morgan: We did get the city to approve the parking lot. Mr. Kapish:  The paving of the parking lot.
Mr. Morgan: That was another improvement we did to the park.
Mr. Kapish: The city doesn't do anything other than take care of the ballfield. The problem with the ballfield, that whole  park was portables. It was Forest Glen Middle School before Forest Glen was built so the city never really, it wasn't really designed to be a park. It was just a piece of property and what they did after they moved the portables out, those sidewalks that go like a big L was the pick up points and drop off points for the school.  That is the way it was designed.  Nobody did anything to the park.  The parking
lot is the same parking lot that was for the school.  The sidewalks are huge, wide.  They
wasted  space.	They  don't  really  need  to  be that  wide.
There  could  be  a  lot of
improvement to that.   In fact, if we spent the money to improve this it would great if the
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city would really, we have a partnership. We spend money and build all this and the city puts a little money or skin in the game and they do some improvements on this. Like I said, the clay every time it rains washes into that northern parking lot and nobody likes to park there because the parking lot is covered with clay. Instead of fixing the problem for good we offered to do that and we were told no. There is so much clay in the parking lot they went to go seal the parking lot, the city sealed the parking lot, they sealed one side and they stopped. They didn't do the north side. The north side needs to have the clay cleaned and needed to be sealed. Today you can see where it was sealed and not sealed. The discussion with the city was we asked them to seal the north side and they said....
Mr. Morgan: They didn't have the funds to seal it.
Mr. Kapish: I don't know how much it costs to seal a parking lot. I don't think it is a whole lot of money.  Anything else with the park?
Mr. Baldis: No.
Mr. Cerra: So, who should city staff reach out to set up a meeting? Mr. Baldis: Myself.  Rick has my number.
Mr. Cerra: Ok.
Mr. Kapish: What do you think of the park or our ideas?
Mr. Cerra: Who wouldn't enjoy that? I don't know the historical perspective but anytime you can enhance and improve a park that is going to draw the community together in a positive way, I am not opposed to it especially with my background but I don't want to also say hey, yes, let's do this when I don't know what is involved on the city side. Idid have the conversation with Rick last week and I am comfortable with asking city staff to sit with you guys as soon as possible to talk it out. The only thing that was brought up to me as a concern was the fence. I don't know, we were talking and it was kind of a moving conversation so I didn't get into the finite details of the fence and why it was an issue, that fence was brought up
Mr. Pawelczyk: One of the things that we discussed in this meeting just so you know is the size of that infield. Why is there so much dirt on there when at least from what we have said here, there is very few adult baseball leagues that play there. The infield is so huge.  When you play little league, your outfielders are standing just on the
other side of the clay.
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Mr. Kapish:  Rick told me that they said it's a men's league that plays there.
Mr. Cerra: My understanding  is that there is a men's league there still but I will
check.
Mr. Pawelczyk: What we said is there is so many ways to improve that area and still everybody gets what they need.
Mr. Kapish:  We want to take out the well water and water the park with our water. Right now all the playground equipment gets stained. Our sign gets stained. Our fences get stained. We spend money trying to get all the stain off half the time. That is number one. Our irrigation people would come in and do that. I am sure kicking things around the field could be, you could turf it and make it a multi-use.
Mr. Cerra: I would just suggest get your guys together to talk it out.
Mr. Baldis:  This is the fence that we put in, the concrete fence with the split rails. Mr. Pawelczyk: Just so you know when the District does improvements on city property whether it is the park or Turtle Run Boulevard under the various agreements the District, once it's complete and accepted by the city it becomes city property but under that agreement the District is still responsible to maintain it.  So, you understand how it
works.
Mr. Cerra: That was shared to me. Mr. Kapish:  It has been a good park.
Mr. Cerra: I didn't sense that it was a bad one.
Mr. Kapish: It is not a bad one, maybe we just need to improve on it.
Mr. Baldis: This to me is just another way of let's figure out how to do it, not say oh there is a fence, we can't do anything.
Mr. Cerra: I understand.
Mr. Kapish: Those are our projects so far that we are looking to finish out our bond. Mr. Cerra:  How much have you spent of that $8,000.000?
Mr. Kapish: Good question, I don't know. Mr. Baldis: Right around $3,000,000.
Mr. Pawelczyk:  As you know it takes a while to get things permitted. Mr. Cerra: When was it approved?
Mr. Pawelczyk:  2017.
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Mr. Cerra: So, it is recent.
Mr. Kapish: The nice thing about it is we didn't have to raise taxes to implement
the bond.
Our budget stayed the same before bond, after bond.  Our budget this year
was the same as last years.  We don't have the ways of it, the property goes up getting more tax money.
Mr. Cerra: What have you done with the $3,000,000?
Mr. Kapish: We are rebuilding the entranceways. We started the main entrance. We did Central, in front of the school we repaved and put bike lanes in. Now we are working on Terrapin Lane making it from 2 12 foot lanes to 1 12 foot lane and a bike lane. We are trying to upgrade the value of the homes because there is a lot of business there. There is a box store. We have Lowe's, Target, and Burlington. There is a lot of big box stores. The decorative light poles. Right now, the cobra lamps are coming down. These are replacing those.
Mr. Baldis: Again, the city was paying the electric for the cobra, now that is off their books completely because the new light fixtures are on our readers. There is another savings where we are trying to make improvements that everybody gets a little benefit out of it.
Mr. Kapish: These are LED lights so they are cheaper to run however once they're removed to have the agreement with the city as far as the city is still paying the electric. This is still a city street.
Mr. Cerra: I definitely appreciate the opportunity to be here this evening and the invite. I will definitely go back to staff because I am meeting tomorrow and you should hear form Rick or someone. As far as the School Board is concerned, as far as getting a meeting that is out of my hands. If there is an opportunity or a reason or a chance to learn about some of your future projects, please don't hesitate to reach out to me. I am more than willing to come back.
Mr. Kapish: Actually, we would like to invite some of the other commissioners to come to our meeting at least one.
Mr. Baldis: If you have time, we have a website Turtle Run COD and on that website is a list of all the projects we have been doing.   There are photos of the road
improvements, paver pathways.  We put a park in underneath the FPL lines.
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Mr. Cerra: So, you captured many of the projects.
Mr. Baldis: Yes, if you go on there, I believe it says projects or improvements. There is photographs showing a lot of the stuff we have done.  I appreciate you coming.
Mr. Cerra: Very nice meeting you guys.  Appreciate your time.
Mr. Kapish: Ok we are going to drop down to number 8 where is says presentation and discussion on iguana issues within the community.  State your name for the record.
Mr. Wilkins:  We have some proposals here for you guys. Mr. Kapish: Where is this picture taken at?
Mr. Wilkins: This is at Cooper Colony Golf Course in Cooper City. We removed over 200 there. They still have a lot. It is a maintenance issue there. Perfect breeding ground, the golf courses.
Mr. Morgan: Have you been out in Turtle Run?  Where are they out?
Mr. Carney: Lance I drove Blake around last week and took a tour of our whole area and he was able to scope it out.
Mr. Wilkins: They like vegetation. They like lakes so that is where you are really going to see them congregate.  It is a defense mechanism for them.
Mr. Kapish: Can you give us a little oversight and tell us I believe these things are all over Florida. They are getting worse and we know that. I see where they hang out in different parts of the County and then other parts of the County you don't seem to see any of them. I don't know what that is about. Is that like you said vegetation and stuff like that?
Mr. Wilkins: They are excellent swimmers so usually you will find them near canals and lakes. It is way for them to, they don't realize they are in South Florida. Where they are native to, they were preyed on by birds of prey so they tend to stay new the water to escape from prey. That is why they like vegetation. That is probably where you are seeing them mainly around the canals.
Mr. Morgan: I do know that I planted a hibiscus hedge and I have never seen an iguana around my house.  It is shredded, literally shredded.
Mr. Wilkins: They like any kind of flowering plant like hibiscus or bourgenvilla. You said you only saw two and it is crazy because it doesn't take a lot of them to demolish a
large amount of landscaping very quickly.
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Mr. Colaso: Each one of these guys can lay up to 70 eggs a year. Not all of them make it to adulthood but they do lay that many eggs a year. That is the biggest issue with them is the reproduction and how fast they reproduce. They don't have any predators here to limit their population so it is only getting worse and worse for everyone here in South Florida.
Mr. Kapish:  Do they attack pet animals? Cats or dogs?
Mr. Colaso: They don't necessarily attach animals. Most of the time they will run away in fear however if they are cornered, they will try and whip you with their tails, bite or scratch you. The biggest issue with these guys and pets as well as people is the risk of spreading salmonella. They spread salmonella in the feces and we have actually had a couple of clients call us because their dogs got very sick and got salmonella from the iguanas in their yard. That is the biggest issue with them especially near pool areas or near places where kids are playing. We do a lot of playgrounds for schools and things like that.  That is the biggest risk for them with the salmonella risk.
Mr. Pfeiffer:  The biggest downside in general?
Mr. Wiklins:  It really depends,  everyone  has their  own  issues.
They destroy
landscaping. You have the issues with salmonella. They dig holes especially near lakes and stuff that cause structural issues.  They like digging under structures and sea walls. It can accelerate the whole erosion.
Mr. Carney: You don't necessarily get salmonella from the animal itself, you get it from the feces.
Mr. Wilkins: They naturally have it in their intestinal tract so when they go to the bathroom, they pass it on.
Mr. Carney: The animals pick that up. Ms. Karnegis: Is that their urine also? Mr. Wilkins:  Yes.
Ms. Karnegis: My pet passed away in June and one of the things that they told us was that he may have contacted something. They said it could be anything wild out there but they found traces of that and that was part of the reason why his organs started
shutting down because it effects their liver.  It was probably urine from animals out there.
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He probably was in that contaminated water.  He passed away in June and that was one of the things that they brought up.
Mr. Colaso:  That is the biggest issue with pools.  If they defecate in the pool and
these guys also when they go to the bathroom you have to realize they are not like us.
They walk  right in.	It gets underneath their fingernails.
If they scratch you and it is
underneath their nails, it can get into your blood stream. They are amazing creatures and we have a high respect for animals but unfortunately these are non-native to Florida so they are native wildlife and they do spread disease.
Mr. Carney: Explain about the roof intrusions, what you have seen in the past.
Mr. Colaso: These are some of the pictures from damage that we have seen on properties that we have gone to. These guys love barrel tile roofs. There is multiple types of iguanas. There is three different types here in South Florida. There is the common green one which is the guys you see in the middle there. I am sure everybody has seen one here. They are also orange during breeding season, the large males. Those guys there are Mexican spiny tails and black spiny tail iguanas but you will see all of them on barrel tile roofs. They love barrel tile roofs because they use it as a heat source. They are cold blooded animals. They use barrel tile roofs as a heat source to gain heat from the sun as well as seek shelter at night and during the day. They will get underneath the tiles. Scratch up the tiles and scratch up the waterproof barrier underneath the tiles eventually causing roof leaks. That is some of the biggest issues with them with barrel tile roofs as well as them defecating all over the top of the roof. We have been to a house in Hollywood where we got over 14 in a couple days off of one person's roof. It is incredible these guys, they defecate so much so often. We have also seen them in toilets as you see there.
Mr. Wilkins: If you have them on your roof and you don't have that stack sealed, they sometimes find a way in there.
Mr. Zuccaro:  They are native to where?
Mr. Wilkins: Central and South America. People bring them over as pets or they come over on ships. It is a perfect environment for them. Mild winters. The extensive canal system and no predators.   There are different ways you can approach dealing with
them.  You can trap. You can hand catch them, snare them or believe it not, you, I am
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sure you guys may have heard recently FWC kind of came out and encouraged homeowners to deal with them if they are on your property. One of the ways to do it is using an air rifle. It is human as long as you are doing it properly and safely. If residents are having issues, the best thing for them to do is trap them. It is the easiest safest way to deal with it.
Mr. Kapish:  You basically trap them?
Mr. Colaso: We do it a lot of different ways. It all depends on the property and where we are. We do set traps. We snare as well. We have long poles, 20 feet long with snare nooses on the end of them. We walk up and snare them. We do that at a lot of high rise structures that we maintain and in communities that don't want us to shoot at them. It is just as effective, but shooting is the most effective. You get the most amount in the shortest amount of time. Our guys are trained and they are very careful with what they are doing but for any reason if you did decide to go with our company and didn't want us to shoot, we wouldn't do that.  We would snare and trap.
Mr. Carney:  They shoot them with a pellet, not a high powered rifle.
Mr. Wilkins: That is correct. We understand especially in a large community like this there may be certain areas by the school or something where we can't be walking around there with a rifle so we know we can do a combination of things.
Mr. Carney: The law has changed on that right. You can legally as homeowners shoot them through the eye and kill them.
Mr. Wilkins: The only protection they have, iguanas by FWC is anti-cruelty so as long as you are doing it humanly to their guidelines you can deal with them. Any community or city that we shoot at we always call the police department beforehand and let them know that our guys will be there at this time during this period of time on this day. What we are going to be wearing, we wear a vest while we are operating especially when we are walking around with the air rifles and give them the heads up so they know especially with everything that is going on nowadays our guys want to make sure that we are doing everything the right way and the safest way. So, we give them heads up and let them know what is going on.
Mr. Pfeiffer:  Are they good eating?
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Mr. Wilkins: We get that question a lot. It is tough for us because we get a lot of them. It would be nice to figure out a way to not waste it but the problem down here is you don't know the history of them. We get some that look sick. We do houses where the neighbor hears something on the roof. They don't realize it is an iguana. They throw out rat poison. We come and catch it because they don't stay in one area. They kind of move sometimes so we don't want to expose anybody to that. They love swimming in canals. We don't know what kind of pesticides or fertilizers so it is kind of tough for us. People eat them where they are native to because you know where they have been.
Mr. Carney: I have seen them as long as seven feet in the preserve behind my
house.
Mr. Pfeiffer: They are big on golf courses.  I see them all the time.
Mr. Carney: Blake was telling me that they turn that yellow color when the male is trying to attract the female.
Mr. Wilkins:  The male breeders, they turn orange, it is the way they attract. Mr. Zuccaro: So, when you trap them what do you with them?
Mr. Wilkins: It is illegal for us to release them after we catch them. Mr. Pfeiffer: Any natural enemies?
Mr. Wilkins: No not here.  Besides us.
Mr. Kapish:
Mr. Wilkins: Mr. Colaso:
Alligators.
I don't know, I don't think so.  They are too quick, I think.
The pythons in the Everglades will kind of keep them at bay for a little
bit.	Once they get past a certain size there  is nothing really to limit their  population because they reproduce so quickly.
Mr. Kapish: If you see two or three big size ones, what else is in there? Let's just say that there is an area that they are at. You came out to Turtle Run right? Did you look over the whole place?
Mr. Wilkins: Yes. We looked it over. Depending on the time of day, sometimes they are out or up in the trees or in the lakes.
Mr. Kapish: Where are you seeing a problem?
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Mr. Wilkins: We see them a lot in the lake areas behind people's homes. They like the preserve areas because they don't have a lot of traffic there. You will see them on banks, roofs.
Mr. Kapish: When you were there and you looked around, how many did you see?
Mr. Wilkins: There wasn't much out. I was there later in the day. I can't tell you how much but I am going from what people have told us.
Mr. Carney: I will see as many 8 in one given day. Just before I left the house, I took a picture, he is about five feet long.  He was eating my flowers in front of my house.
Mr. Kapish: What kind of trees do they go in?
Mr. Wilkins: They like all of them.   Anything to keep them above the ground at
night.
They  love  flowering  plants.
That  is  another  big  issue  that  they  demolish
landscaping. They can do it very quickly. That pretty much is the biggest issue with iguanas is the landscaping. The foundation issue when they dig their holes to lay their eggs, those holes can be up to eight foot long. There is no way of really telling which way they are going.   Also, the risk of spreading salmonella is another big issue.
Mr. Vornbrock: We see them along the FPL easement, the preserve area, along the lakes. I watch the lakes behind the flowers because we see them running around. I actually caught them eating the flowers yesterday but once they find them, they will start eating them.  We have a big problem with that in other properties doing the same thing.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You guys serve another COD, the one in Pompano Orchid Grove. Mr. Wilkins: Yes, we maintain their property in Orchid Grove. We work with Miami
Beach Parks and Recs. We do their parks. These places here and a lot of other places we do a 700 home community in Hallandale. We do Wynmore. We do Coconut Creek. We do some large properties.
Mr. Morgan: Margate has a ton of them. We would go to Dunkin Donuts at Atlantic
and Banks south side all along the canal there, they are five, six or seven feet long. They
are out there fighting all the time.  It is just amazing.
you put leafy material in there as a bait?
What do you do, you set the cages,
Mr. Wilkins: Yes, they are herbivore so fruit, vegetables, or flowers.  It is a human trap.  It is a live animal trap.
Mr. Morgan: What do you do with them after that?
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Mr. Wilkins: We take them back with us and humanly euthanize them.
Mr. Morgan:  What do you do when you catch other animals like raccoons?
Mr. Wilkins: It really depends on what you want to do. A lot of time we just release them because it is not necessarily human to relocate them especially opossums are very
territorial.
If we were to catch them like a baby for example and relocate it, it would
probably be killed.  It really all depends.  We could talk you guys on what you would like to do with that.  Every property has a different kind of way they want to handle it.
Mr. Morgan: Opossums are good for the environment.
Mr. Wilkins: They are native.  Some people don't like them for obvious reasons. Mr. Kapish:  Can you talk a little bit about your treatment?
Mr. Wilkins: The idea would be to come and do like an initial removal or coming and hitting it really hard. The idea would be to decrease the population as much as possible. Then after we do that to return periodically to control them. Unfortunately, just due to the nature of the property this size it is not realistic to have a total eradication. The idea would be to kind of keep the numbers at bay so that you don't have any issues.
Mr. Kapish: Is that what this is right here that I am looking at the $5,500.
Mr. Wilkins: That would be the initial removal. In front of that it explains what we do.  That is when we are coming everyday Monday through Friday.  The weekend there
is a lot of people around so it provides a problem.  We come every day with two or three
guys  and we will  stay there for  pretty much the entire day and hunt them  down.
I
understand it really depends on what you guys are permitting. We understand that you may not want us to walk around with air rifles in certain areas so we can come to an agreement what we can do. For example, when we do Miami Beach, the parks they don't want us walking around with air rifles.
Mr. Baldis: So, when you are on Turtle Run, we don't have control of the preserve on Turtle Run Boulevard, the preserve at Newport so we can't authorize you to be in there. We can't authorize you to be on homeowner's property, just basically the streets and the FPL easement.
Mr. Pawelczyk: And the lakes.
Mr. Wilkins: That is the idea because that is where you are going to see them the
most.
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Mr. Baldis: I know. I am just concerned that if all the sudden there is five or six guys walking around the homeowners, if you guys walk in that preserve there is going to be issues. There is going to be phone calls. Notification of letting people know what is going on to me is real important.
Mr. Wilkins: Yes of course.
Mr. Baldis: We chase fisherman out and now you have someone with a rifle, the phone is going to ring fast.
Mr. Wilkins: A lot of communities we work at will send an email blast. I don't know how it works with you guys.
Mr. Baldis:  That is an HOA issue.  We don't have contact with each homeowner.
We have to do a mailing.
Mr. Wilkins: For example in the preserve or something if it is Broward County owned, as long as we get somebody to give us permission we do that all time where we run in Boca Glades where the golf course there I guess it is Palm Beach County, they gave us permission to do it.
Mr. Baldis: I can give you the contact for Broward County. You would have to talk to Newport, that is their preserve and make sure they know what you are doing.
Mr. Wilkins: Of course.
Mr. Baldis:  I just think you have to let them all know.
Mr. Kapish: In fact, my feeling is that if you go and are really going to do a good job you really need to access those places. I don't know what advantage it is to just walk around the canal banks and stuff like that. You really need to have, and I am not so sure about the Broward County Preserve, that is pretty big. I was in there last week and I walked the boardwalk and I didn't see anything.  Did you guys go in there?
Mr. Wilkins: That is why we do it for two weeks long because we know that they are not always going to be around so the idea would be eventually they are going to come out and go to the lakes or go behind resident's houses by the pools. We wish we could come for a day and take care of it but that is why we are there for two weeks. They are not always visible.
Mr. Colaso: If there are spots that we are not permitted to go, we understand that,
we can set up traps on the line and bait them to us so there is no definitive ok, you can't
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come here. We will put the traps over here where we are allowed and then we will bait them over here onto the property. Our guys are trained very well. I am a fireman. We are very specific with who we hire because of everything that is going on nowadays especially with our guys carrying rifles. We understand the situation and we know our guys are trained. We do want to help you guys out. If you decide to go with our company, we would love to help you. We do have a 5 start review on Google with over 60 reviews. We will do everything that we can to help you guys out if you do decide to go with our company.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You guys do report to the manager on your success or failure? Mr. Carney:  Do you typically get more in the traps or yourselves?
Mr. Wilkins: It really depends. We like to incorporate a combination of things. For example, there might be a place we can't get to them so we will set traps. The idea is that the traps are working when we are not there.  It is like hitting it on all fronts.
Mr. Carney: Eventually they are going to come out of the preserves to get to the lakes so they are going to get into the traps and get the stuff you are putting in there.
Mr. Wilkins: That is the idea. Over time we visit the property probably close to 40 times a year so most likely we are going to get them if they around. The issue with the residents if you guys figure out a way to contact them, a lot of times we will have specific residents say yes, I have like 40 in my backyard so we can target those areas too. Make a list of places to check.
Mr. Carney:  For the most part the HOA or Newport oversees that one preserve.
The preserves would be the issue, not the back of the yards of people.
Mr. Wilkins:  You guys have any more questions for us? Mr. Pfeiffer:  I am good thanks.
Mr. Kapish: Cypress Pointe, I am sure they have some iguanas. Any contact over there with Marty?
Mr. Baldis: I think you have to talk to everybody. Benchmark will let them all know what is going on.  I just want to make sure we do it.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Is there a better time of the year to do the initial removal?
Mr. Wilkins:  Yes, they like to come out in the sun so now is the time to do it.
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Mr. Kapish: Is that true that if the temperature fails what is it, they become frozen
and it kills them.
Mr.  Colaso:  It has to  be below 40  degrees  for four  consecutive  days.
That
happened in 2010 was the last freeze that we had  here in Florida. So that is why population has been getting worse and worse over this amount of time because there hasn't been a freeze. In South Florida realistically below 40 degrees for four consecutive days is few and far between so that is the biggest issue we have.
Mr. Kapish:  Does it have to be 40 degrees for 24 hours?
Mr. Wilkins: It needs to be pretty much for the entire time. They will go into a catatonic state. I don't know if you remember four or five years ago there was a kind of freeze and there was all the news people with people putting them in their cars thinking
they were dead and it heated up and it went crazy.
Not only that, they go into people
roofs or in homes and stuff and that would tend to stay warmer. It is not realistic to think of total eradication. It would take a nice hit into the population or control it for a while but they will kind of come back eventually.
Mr. Carney: It took a few years for them to come back after that freeze.
Mr. Kapish: I guess what we need to do is we need to contact our contact people in different communities first and then once we get that done.
Mr. Morgan: That is just a phone call to the HOA's.
Mr. Kapish: I don't see any problem doing the two week thing. In you think here you have the maintenance or something.
Mr. Wilkins: The two week removal, the idea is just to kind of come in and take a nice hit to the population and then after that come once every two weeks to control it. We can amend that according to what you guys are comfortable with. A lot of places we will just come monthly but we figured due to the size of the property we would like to come at least a couple times a month and spend all day.
Mr. Kapish: If you just came monthly. Mr. Wilkins: It would be cheaper.
Mr. Kapish:  This $7,500, is this for a year? Mr. Wilkins: Yes, that is for the entire year.
Mr. Colaso: And that is for the entire community.
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Mr. Wilkins: The idea would be that kind of goes in concert with that initial removal.
If we were coming twice a month, it would be kind of an uphill battle.
Mr. Morgan: So, it would be the $5,500 initially the two weeks work and then $7,500 for yearly.
Mr. Wilkins: Yes exactly.  The second year we would have to re-evaluate.
Mr. Baldis: If you were doing your maintenance for a year, why would you have to do a total eradication for $5,000?
Mr. Kapish: The $7,500 is for twice a month.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You could set that up anyway I would imagine you want it. You could do the initial eradication for two weeks and then if you wanted to two months later start the maintenance plan.
Mr. Wilkins:  A lot of people do that.  They like to see how it goes.
Mr. Morgan: If you set up cages and the animals go into the cages and you only come out every two weeks.
Mr. Wilkins: We wouldn't be setting traps. There wouldn't be as many so we would be able to come out and catch them or deal with them.  The trapping would be the initial removal.  Legally we would have to check the traps every 24 hours for obvious reasons.
Mr. Wilkins: We have never caught a dog. We caught a cat once. We are putting them in strategic places. We are not going to put them in the middle of a field. If we say we are going to be there we will be there. All our traps have our number or name on it so if any resident comes across it and has an issue, they can call us.
Mr. Pawelczyk: If it is easier for you maybe you can gather more information from a staff level and bring back an agreement with this for the next meeting if you want unless you want to decide on it now.  I don't think these guys are in a hurry.
Mr. Wilkins: This is for you.  You guys let us know if you want to move forward.
Mr. Carney: Let's say it was agreed upon to do something and then the other areas came on a little bit later, that would still fall under the same contract correct?
Mr. Wilkins: That is fine.
Mr. Carney: You know the scope of work.
Mr. Pawelczyk: We can't go in areas we don't own.
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Mr. Carney: You stay away from those areas until we get approval to go into those
areas but you won't charge any additional once we get approval to move into those areas.
Mr.  Pawelczyk:  Also,  we  can't  put  anything  on  private  property. coordinate all that with Dennis.
Mr. Wilkins: Ok.
You  will
Mr. Kapish:  I don't think there is any more questions.  Thanks a lot for coming.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think you should send what agreement  form you have, the insurances to Dennis and that will determine if we need to prepare a separate agreement. It is not anything you guys wouldn't sign.
Mr. Baldis: You signed one with Orchid Grove I am sure.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Orchid Grove started out as a nest. There was a nest by the clubhouse or something. They were burrowing under something and  causing some underlying damage. It started out as that and I don't know if the HOA hired them or the District hired them.
Mr. Wilkins: It was the HOA.
Mr. Morgan:  What type of license do you have to give to the state?
Mr. Wilkins: You don't need any licenses  to remove iguanas. You just need permission of the property owners.
Mr. Morgan:  Do you guys do other things than iguanas? Mr. Wilkins: We just focus on iguanas.
Mr. Morgan: But if you were to catch raccoons and other animals you would have to have a trapper's license?
Mr. Wilkens: No, as long as you have permission from the property owner.
Mr. Carney: The only area I don't think Blake has seen is Cypress Pointe which is on the other side of Sample Road. I don't think we pointed that out to you. It is a condominium on the other side of Sample Road where the big preserve is.
Mr. Wilkins:  I looked at the map. Mr. Carney: Ok so you saw it.
Mr. Zuccaro:  Tree wrap prevention, spraying what is that?
Mr. Wilkins: Going back to the same topic, they love going up into trees so we do kind of put material on the tree to kind of prevent them from going up. The idea would be
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if you are seeing that you have a tree in your backyard where you are seeing them go up and they are leaving their droppings in the same place every time you wrap it and it prevents them from being able to climb up it. We use a clear wrap. It is not ideal because you are still putting something around the tree. If you aren't really looking for it you don't really notice it. It works. We did a Catholic school a couple months ago. We wrapped like 150 of their trees and it really helped them.
Mr. Kapish: Let's just  say they  had droppings  or whatever  on the driveway  or something what do you do?  Do you just hose it down?  Is that good enough?
Mr. Wilkins: Yes, just don't let it get in a pool or something or somewhere you think you are going to step in or anything like that.
Mr. Kapish: Alright thank you.
Mr. Wilkins: Appreciate you guys having us.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Update and Discussion of Projects for the Bonds
Mr. Kapish:  Alright we are going to move on.  BrightView is here. Mr. Baldis: He just wants to talk about some proposals.
Mr. Geiger: As you know we got Terrapin Lane under construction right now. As far as I have heard they are moving way ahead of schedule. Today they got approval to close down one lane on the southbound side of the road so they can continue ripping curb out while they go ahead and start paving the other side of the road. They are moving way faster than I thought they were going to.
Mr. Kapish: How are they going to pave the other side of the road when there is no curb on one side?
Mr. Geiger: They are going to put the curb in and then pave. The curb goes really fast. They pour it right along the road and everything. To keep them working they asked permission. We have had a couple change orders to come in. We will discuss one now and on the agenda I have a couple of more next meeting to go over. Some included the additional work that we marked out and all of that. The one thing  that I did want clarification on is as far as that curbing that you spoke about getting replaced, you want that completely replaced, correct?  The ADA ramp on Sample and Terrapin Lane.  This
one was already ADA  You had mentioned the puddling.
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Mr. Kapish: I mentioned when you go through the median. Mr. Baldis: Yes, it needs to be done.
Mr. Kapish: If you evaluate it and do the maximum incline that you can do.
Mr. Geiger: I spoke with Benny, the guy out there today and I let him know that was something that you guys were considering and he said he would take a look at it and make sure it was graded correctly.
Mr. Kapish: When we first talked about the project it has always been everything needs to be brought up to date.
Mr. Geiger:  That ramp actually was up-to-date.  I will speak with them tomorrow making sure that gets done, besides Terrapin Lane.  Creekside is still in for permit. Last I checked it is still under review.  I have not spoken directly with Stanford.  Online it has not been approved yet.  That should not be much of a hold up any longer.  I will reach out to Coral Springs this week if I don't see any change on that.   We have the Track E and lots 1 through 4 wall.	I am currently working on the revisions to that.  We do have to get approval from Broward County, another division, but we need to send it in online and get that done.  That is about a week turn around they said. I have to get that done this week. Mr. Pawelczyk: While you are talking about Track E wall, we are working on that agreement with Anzco.  Dennis and I talked about some final changes so that should be
done too by the end of tomorrow. Mr. Geiger: Just Track E?
Mr. Pawelczyk: That was Track E and 43rd right? Mr. Baldis; Yes, it was for that job.
Mr. Kapish: You are still waiting for that wall to come out of DRC, right?
Mr. Geiger: I have received the comments. I am addressing the comments and have to resubmit for review. We received comments but there is a couple of things that need to take place before I can resubmit them. There is a couple of plan revisions that I need to do. Same with the Turtle Creek path. I have the comments, it is just a matter of addressing them and getting them done. Last week was a little hectic with everything going on with Terrapin Lane. Now the contractor is good to go, I have a lot more time to focus on that other stuff.
Mr. Kapish: You still need to at least watch or supervise that.
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Mr. Geiger: Oh yes. They are really good at contacting me or survey when they need something, email back and forth every day when they need anything. Like I said the Turtle Creek path, also DRC. That one I do need to get easement approvals from. The same thing that John had to do for the footer because to connect to that sidewalk there is a five foot utility easement. The city of Coral Springs has requested that we do get those easement forms done and signed by the utilities that exist there right now.
Mr. Zuccaro: The Estates sign.
Mr. Geiger: The Estates sign should be pretty much wrapped up. That is more Tamara Peacock anyways.
Mr. Kapish: Was there a final inspection on it?
Mr. Geiger: Tamara Peacock is doing that job. Cristin is out of the office today. I didn't get a chance to speak with her about that.  I am not sure where the entry walls are. I was out of town for three days. I know Bob took some pictures. I haven't heard anything from John Zak about it.
Mr. Zuccaro: She emailed me on my iPhone. There is a front and back picture of progress if you want to take a look at that and pass that around.  That is all I have.
Mr. Baldis: The pouring was not done today. There was a problem with the pump. They will be there tomorrow to do the pouring. They are moving right along. They passed all their inspections. The letters for encroachments, the Board was aware that there was an encroachment. A portion of the sign encroached into the easement, the right-of-way. We are sending out letters to all the utilities asking if the very tiny encroachment the city gave their blessing, we met with them, if we get them to sign off, we can move along. The city has already passed all his inspections. I have already received one of the letters back from BlueStream so there is three more coming.  That is all getting worked out  He is moving right along. He was meeting today with FPL at 1:00 p.m. but he didn't have any news for me after that meeting about where that was, a lot of improvements to the transformers and stuff like that. I don't have anything new on that. Hopefully in the next day or two we will hear something from FPL.
Mr. Geiger: Speaking of Florida Power and Light, I actually got a call from Penny Schwahl, the lady we submitted the agreement for the lots now 55 through 58 wall, that
has been approved.  She is sending the consent agreement over. She said it would take
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about a week or two with the holiday on Monday. So basically, they send the consent agreement, we sign off on it, send it back and they execute it. That should be the same agreement you pretty much signed for the other portion. I guess that I need to meet with you right Mike?
Mr. Pawelczyk: Right. If the Board doesn't have a problem with it, if it is the same form of agreement we will have the Chair execute and we will ratify it at a subsequent meeting just to get the project going.  Any objection to that?  None.
Mr. Baldis: Iwant to send you an email. I got copied on Anzco to Cristin Peacock about the lighting and making sure it is going to match because there is neon lights on the entrance feature sign.  I wasn't sure there was neon.
Mr. Kapish: Ithought it was the same type of lettering and lighting that we have on the Estates sign.
Mr. Baldis: It said I know they are getting LED but whether it is a typo or not, it said neon and I am like unless I read it wrong. I was going to call you tomorrow to look at that to make sure that we get it right before it is hanging on the wall.
Mr. Kapish: Yes definitely.
Mr. Pfeiffer: What is the lighting on the Estate sign?
Mr. Kapish:  LED.  Jonathan do you have anything else?
Mr. Geiger: As far as active projects go that is pretty much it. There is still a couple things we have in design. A couple of those extra pathways you asked to do some concept designs on those are on the radar.  We have a handle on those.
Mr. Kapish:  Remember a couple of meetings back we talked about Tortoise Way.
Mr. Geiger: Correct. Survey owes me the actual base screen to start working on that.  Iwill speak with them tomorrow. I spoke to them before I left about getting that done.
Mr. Kapish:  Do you need the surveyors to come out and do lots 1 through 4?
Mr. Geiger: They have actually already done that. The last thing they have to do as far as the walls goes was 57 and 58 and Iactually received that today. Now Ijust need them to put everything together. I have the easements from Mike so we should be good on that as soon as I get the FPL agreement.  Design is done.
Mr. Kapish: We want to get that one going the same as we got the other going.
How soon do you think the contractor will be able to apply for a permit?
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Mr. Geiger: As soon as we get the DRC stuff cleared. Mr. Kapish: How long do you think that is going to be?
Mr. Geiger: If I get the stuff in the end of this week or early next week, give it a week for the city to review.  Hopefully that takes care of all the comments they may have. I can't imagine having more comments. The only thing that I am going to need is the city has requested additional notes about the landscaping  that will go in front of the wall because you are required I guess by code to have landscaping in front of these walls. That is something that I would like to get with you guys about. Even if it is just a list or something that we can say we are going to put this, this and this in. They haven't said we needed a landscape plan at all. I think we can accomplish this with an understanding of what is going in and just kind of listing it.
Mr. Baldis: We will put the minimal in just to get it approved. Mr. Kapish: Low level stuff.
Mr. Geiger: I am sure you guys are replacing most of what was in front of the 43rd
Place.
Mr. Kapish: On the corner. That is the other thing while we are doing this area we are getting the fencing or are we preparing somebody to rip out the landscaping. That is going to take a little bit of time.
Mr. Baldis: What we have approved right now is 1 through 4 and Robert is well aware of what he needs to take out. As soon as he gets the approval from DRC, I will have the fence put in. I don't want to put it in 3 or 4 weeks ahead of time and have residents going what are you doing. It is very fast to get that stuff in. Robert is aware of the situation. Robert and I have talked about Irma's, we agreed to keep her Eureka palms at that height.  We are ready to go out.  We are in communication with them.
Mr. Kapish: Anything else you have? Mr. Geiger: Off the top of my head no.
Mr. Kapish: Anybody have any questions for Jonathan or Bob? Mr. Pfeiffer: No thank you.
Mr. Baldis: Just one note on another project that is going on. Tomorrow I will be putting in three permits for fencing.   One will be right here, along here that the Board
approved.  We will be putting those in tomorrow.  The split rail fence so Robert, we are
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going to have to take this landscaping out to make room for this because we are going to landscape all that right here and right here.  It goes down to the water.
Mr. Kapish: I know Dennis you talked about a fence going this way and this way. Why can't I know we have geo-tubes here but with all the issues we have had with fisherman, why can't we just put this fencing, go like this and then up that way?
Mr. Baldis: Well we approved this right now. To me you are putting a fence in front of an amenity.  You have a fountain there.  It is all subjective.
Mr. Pfeiffer: Maybe less is more there in that particular spot. Mr. Morgan: Really.
Mr. Pfeiffer: When I am driving through that roundabout, it is kind of nice that open
lake.
Mr. Kapish: Ok that is fine.
Mr. Baldis: The other one is going to be right here. We will be putting the fence in around this lake. Those three are going in for permitting tomorrow morning.
Mr. Morgan: Where do we stop at that lake because there is a bench there? Mr. Baldis: There is a guardrail so the fence is going here.
Mr. Zuccaro: Dennis, is there a maintenance easement around that lake? Mr. Baldis: It is our property.
Mr. Morgan: We are not going to go up to the guardrail, right?
Mr. Baldis: No, it is where the walkway, unless you decide to take the bench out.
There has been talk about that.
Mr. Morgan: We are going to redo the walkway eventually.
Mr. Baldis: I will leave room for that. We will make field decisions out there.  Those three are going in tomorrow for permitting.
Mr. Morgan: It is just going to be on one side? Mr. Baldis: Yes, down this side here.
Mr. Morgan: That is where the wall is going to go.  Is there any fencing on there?
Mr. Baldis: No this is just the wall, there is no fencing.  That is all that I have.
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SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Update
and	Discussion
from WAUSAU Tile
EIGTHTH ORDER OF BUSINESSS
Presentation and Discussion on Iguana Issues within  the Community
(This was discussed earlier in the meeting)
NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Approval of the Minutes of the July 8, 2019 and July
29, 2019 Meetings
Mr. Kapish:  Number 9 is the approval of the minutes of the July 8, 2019 and July
29, 2019 meetings.  If there is any questions, clarifications or anything else anybody has to say about the minutes, otherwise we need a motion to approve.
TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Attorney
Mr. Kapish: Anything Mike?
Staff Reports
Mr. Pawelczyk:  Nothing since the last meeting no.
	Engineer
	Approval of Change Orders
	Consideration of Revised Proposal from Stanford for Turtle Creek Flagpole Improvements Project

Mr. Kapish: Ok we have some change orders to be approved.
Mr. Geiger: I believe there is only one that I am aware of which is change order #2 for the Terrapin Lane project.
Mr. Baldis: At the last meeting there was supposed to be a change order brought for Anzco for 3 and 4 to be ratified at this meeting also. I am not sure how that was missed.
Mr. Kapish: What about these from John Zak?
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Mr. Baldis: That is 3 and 4 from John Zak. Mr. Geiger: This is what you guys gave us.
Mr. Baldis: This is the change order for the changing of the letters to stainless steel. Two copies of it. This is for the stonework. These are all the ones we talked about last meeting, two copies of that.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Didn't we talk about that and the clear instructions were that they were on the agenda. I am just saying, I don't understand why they are not included in the agenda if they were already drafted.
Mr. Baldis: This is for Anzco. This is the ones from the last agenda #3 and #4, change orders for the electric. That is these two.  I have a note because they get a copy of the marked agenda and I clearly have these that need to be ratified and they are not on there. There is already a note that I will give to Jennifer tomorrow morning. I wasn't happy when I saw that myself. These are the two that we agreed to ratify the electric from Anzco also.  S, it is the stone, the lettering and that is what these are.
Mr. Zuccaro: Jonathan Anzco for the electric, they were supposed to provide some sketches.  Did they ever get that to us?
Mr. Geiger: I never got any of it.
Mr. Baldis: This is Terrapin Lane, the change order.
Mr. Geiger: That should be on the agenda. That is the one that I sent to Jennifer. Mr. Baldis: Which one is it?
Mr. Geiger: Change order #2 for Terrapin Lane. Mr. Baldis: For milling.
Mr. Geiger: Yes.
Mr. Baldis: That is our mistake in our office because he did send it and I did have a note on my marked agenda and it is our mistake. It will be corrected. I apologize and my only excuse is we do have a new person doing it.
Mr. Pawelczyk:  You can still approve it just so we don't slow down the project.
Mr. Baldis: #3 and #4 just need to be ratified from last meeting. We need to do that.And then the new would be the one Jonathan has brought for the milling and you could describe that.  If I could just get #3 and #4 for Anzco ratified Iwould appreciate it.
Mr. Kapish: I need a motion to ratify change orders 3 and 4 with Anzco.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: They were approved from last meeting.
Mr. Geiger: Field conditions revealed when they were working at the existing roadway on Terrapin Lane that the curbs and the asphalt was just overlaid with an extra inch. I guess when the road was redone milling wasn't done sufficiently. There was an extra inch of asphalt. Engineering standard is to allow a % inch of asphalt so they only milled an inch which we called for, they put an inch back and you are right back to where you began. Their solution was to overmill along the curbing and then there is going to be 'Y4 of inch so this change order was for $8,218 and that just accounts for the extra loads of asphalt they are going to have to haul off and the extra crew work basically. It is necessary work.
Mr. Morgan: And you verified that?
Mr. Geiger: Yes. They provided the backup counts. We took a look at it and it seems very reasonable.
Mr. Baldis: There is some area of Terrapin lane where they actually milled out four
inches of asphalt.  It was unbelievable.
Mr. Geiger:   Mine also have the actual signatures.	I don't know if that makes it easier on you guys.
Mr. Baldis: That is the problem, they are not coming in signed.  They need to come
in signed for the Chairman to sign them.   All the other ones don't.  We are not being
consistent.
You, me and Cristin need to work this out because we can't do this every
time.  He is going to have to take the other ones back to get them signed.
Mr. Kapish: Ok does that take care of the change orders?
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Mr. Baldis: Yes.
Mr. Kapish:	Consideration of the revised proposal from Stanford for the Turtle Creek flagpole improvement project.
Mr. Geiger: The only thing that changed with this is the flagpole company has now included in his proposal so the flagpole will be the sub for Stanford.
Mr. Kapish: Ok.  Do you need a motion to authorize that?
Mr. Geiger: Unless you guys want to discuss it.
	Field Manager
	Manager

Mr. Kapish:  We have Robert from BrightView.
Mr. Vornbrock: I just have a lot of projects going on, proposals out there. I just wanted to come in here if there is any questions. I know one of the big ones is going to be the irrigation along Terrapin Lane. Removal of the hedges along both walls on both sides of the roads.  I have proposals in for removing cedars.
Mr. Baldis: Let's do the cedars ok. The Board asked to remove the cedars on Sample Road. It is for about $2,785.20. It is to remove 12 cedar junipers along Turtle Run Boulevard and stump grind them.
Mr. Kapish: We just need a motion.
Mr. Baldis: The big one that I really wanted Robert to be here for is the redoing of the irrigation on Terrapin Lane.  You had given us a not to exceed price.  This price was I believe $7,000 more or something like that.  We talked about it and Robert and I met
with Florida Blacktop and asked them to assist in putting sleeves so it wouldn't cost us so
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On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded by Mr. Carney with all in favor, accepting the proposal from BrightView in the amount of $2,785.20 to remove 12 cedars along Turtle Run Boulevard was approved.
On MOTION by Mr. Pfeiffer seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, authorizing to revise the proposal from Stanford for the Turtle Creek flagpole Improvement project was approved.
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much money and BrightView to go through the extent of putting directional boring in. Florida Blacktop has agreed to when they get to the point, mill it down, cut it, dig it up and Robert is going to come through and put the sleeve in. So, it is saving us that money.  It is still a very large number because we are basically doing the entire Terrapin Lane. It is for $19,991.52. It is almost 4,000 feet of lateral line. It does have the sleeves that you have to pay for. There is seven valve boxes going in, solenoids, 162 rotor heads, 190 pipe valve stroggers along Terrapin and miscellaneous parts.
Mr. Kapish: Is that all a part of this $19,000? Mr. Baldis: Yes.
Mr. Vornbrock: We are going to be adding three additional zones and making sure we have enough pressure. Some of those areas that is all concrete, that is going to be additional valves we are going to be putting in.  We are basically going to take it from
spray heads which it is now for the smaller median it is going to be larger, kind of like it is
along Turtle Run Boulevard.
So, we are going to be having rotors that shoot in.  It is
going to be almost 30 feet from curb to curb.
Mr. Kapish: When you say lateral line, are they going from median to the side of the street or are you talking about going from median to median?
Mr. Vornbrock: No, we are just going from the side of the street where the valves are now. Where the valves are, that is where we will run our sleeves and then we will add the additional valve  right in the median, that way you don't have to worry about anything getting torn up along the sides. They will be right there in the median. Kind of the same way they are along Turtle Run Boulevard.
Mr. Baldis: I did have one question. Robert, we have talked about this, we being you, me and Chris several times. It is this area here. How many times did we speak about this, are we going to fix this area here where it is going to grow grass and not be an issue all the time. This is Wendy's so you know that little sidewalk that comes out. We have always had trouble and I can give you this history that goes way back what happened here when this was empty and how it got irrigated.
Mr. Kapish: Isn't it the shade of the tree that causes the grass not to grow.
Mr. Baldis: It is part of it but Ithink it is also a coverage issue. This was never done properly here.  This whole parcel used to be, it needs to be redone just the way we did it
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on the other side on Turtle Creek. This got fixed over here. Remember this was always bad. We will find out soon that has been taken care of properly but I just want to make sure that this is going to be part of this.
Mr. Vornbrock: I will make sure.
Mr. Baldis: That was my big concern. Mr. Kapish: Is this part of that number? Mr. Baldis: Yes.
Mr. Kapish: I have something to ask here. There is stains back here that are really hard stained well water.  You see the back of the signs.
Mr. Vornbrock: There is actually another pump. Wendy's has their own pump that is between Wendy's and the new shopping plaza on the corner. They have their own pump and that is where those headers are coming from. Ithink there are four or six valves that we have no control over.
Mr. Kapish: Can we locate these heads and cap them and cover this little area here with our sprinklers?
Mr. Vornbrock: It is possible. I know we have already had some pressure issues in that area just because of the size of the pipe. We might have to increase the size of the pipe to be able to add more to that zone or make it all the low flow nozzles. It will take less pressure to get coverage.
Mr. Baldis: That is the monument sign there that we are hoping to replace someday.  It may be better, it looks the way it does right now for the time being.
Mr. Kapish: I am saying it is making it worse.
Mr. Baldis: I know the whole thing needs to be fixed. I will tell you how this used to be. When this was an empty parcel they actually tied into the District's irrigation and had watering of these fields because they made them actually plant them back and then mow them. This was a mess. At that time, you also had Lennar Homes would tell us that the Board members, they more of less approved whatever they wanted to. This side is a mess, and this side is because they just did whatever they needed to do to get it done to sell and be done with it and then we inherited it.  I am just trying to correct all these little
things while we are doing these big projects.
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Mr. Kapish: I have a question for Jonathan.  It looks like they took out this curb and part of this curb, right?
Mr. Geiger: Yes.  To expand the road there they have to take the curb out.  That is getting expanded as well.  It is going down to one lane.
Mr. Kapish: This is getting expanded? Mr. Geiger: To the east, yes.
Mr. Kapish: Ok, I got it.
Mr. Zuccaro: Do you have plans from that or will you be getting these guys as- builds?
Mr. Vornbrock:  We have all the valves marked.
Mr. Zuccaro: I think it would be good for you to have a record of that. Mr. Vornbrock:  We have.
Mr. Baldis: We actually need that for all those areas.  We need to make a new set.
If you saw the plans we have, some of them are yellow.
Mr. Kapish: Anything else Dennis?
Mr. Baldis: That is what I have for this evening. Mr. Kapish: Robert, did you have anything else?
Mr. Vornbrock:  No.	I just wanted to make sure I was  here if anyone had any questions.
Mr. Baldis: Did you want to approve this?
Mr. Kapish: Unless there is any more discussion about irrigation.
Mr. Baldis: Iam just bringing this up because we are trying to get this, we are rolling down the road here.
Mr. Kapish:   Did you guys get a chance to get that corner of Sample and Turtle Run Boulevard where they are building the new sign, that vegetation?
Mr. Vornbrock: We have not gotten approval for that.
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Mr. Baldis: Which one?
Mr. Kapish: Sample and Turtle Run Boulevard.
Mr. Vornbrock:  Coming in from the west turning on Turtle Run Boulevard. Mr. Kapish: This stuff.
Mr. Baldis: I didn't send it? You will have it tomorrow morning. In my opinion on this, the longer we wait to do it the better because it is growing like crazy right now. We may cut it now and in six weeks it is going to look the same. I will send it to you. That is oversite on me.
Mr. Kapish: Ok, other than that I think you guys are doing a good job. Mr. Pfeiffer: I agree.
Mr. Kapish: We are happy that you are doing this while we are doing the bond projects.
Mr. Baldis: Ijust want to mention that Robert is no longer just the account manager, he is actually the Branch Manager.  He got promoted.
Ms. Karnegis: Congratulations.
Mr. Kapish: Who is going to be the account manager there?  Congratulations.
Unless there is anything else, we're good and you are free to go.
ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
	Approval of Check Register
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Financial Reports
Mr. Kapish:	Financial reports.   Approval  of the check register.	If there is any questions or anything else, statements that need to be made otherwise we need a motion
to approve.
Mr. Kapish:  The same thing for the balance sheet and income statement.  If there
is any questions or concerns otherwise we need a motion to approve.
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TWELVETH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Supervisor Requests
Mr. Kapish:  Supervisor requests.  Zaida do you have anything? Ms. Karnegis:  No not tonight.
Mr. Kapish:  John?
Mr. Pfeiffer: No, just that I can envision now better than ever our entrance features.
I think it is looking good. I am looking forward to it.
Mr. Kapish: I'm for it too and I can't wait either. Somebody mentioned about the water and everything.  It brings it up to a standard of Boca places and stuff like that.
Mr. Pfeiffer: It is looking good. Mr. Kapish: Skip anything?
Mr. Carney: No thank you.
Mr. Kapish:  We just need a motion to adjourn the meeting.
THIRTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Adjournment
On MOTION by Mr. Carney seconded
by Mr. Pfeiffer with all
in fa:vo(th-
meeting was adjourned.
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